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EARLY LEARNING
While there is widespread understanding and support for the value of early learning and expanded preschool 
opportunities, Minnesota does not have a consensus on one program model to deliver high quality preschool 
education to all young children.

The legislature should:
      • Expand quality early learning opportunities with fully funded, school-based, and mixed delivery models 
         with flexibility for school districts to respond to wide variations in local settings including family needs, 
         staff and space availability.
      • Begin an education funding formula based on 1.2 ADM for 750 hours of instruction, prorated down 
         to a minimum of 350 hours, to enable school districts to provide the highest likelihood for student success 
         and readiness for kindergarten. 
      • Establish a new, equalized school facilities improvement revenue to replace the lease levy to provide 
         needed classrooms.
      • Continue the current school readiness funding to support programs for high needs three-year-olds 
         and their families.  

SUPPORT A SEAMLESS SYSTEM OF P-20 EDUCATION
Coordinated early learning investments and seamless transitions between high school and post-secondary education 
are cornerstones of career and college readiness to develop the World’s Best Workforce.

The legislature should:
      • Re-examine existing P-20 Partnership.
      • Facilitate the ability of MNSCU institutions to partner with high schools to preserve the early college 
         opportunities for juniors and seniors without interruptions in concurrent enrollment. 
      • Re-examine high school course and standards requirements to best equip young adults with the knowledge   
         and life skills to manage their personal affairs, engage in civic life, and meet the complex challenges of the   
         World’s Best Workforce.

STRENGTHEN RURAL COMMUNITIES
Affordable, robust Internet connectivity for all rural homes is as important 
in the 21st century as bringing electricity to all rural farms was 80 years ago.  

The legislature should:
      • Expand funding for the Telecommunications Equity Access (TEA) 
         and Regional Library Telecom Aid (RLTA) programs to ensure 
         cost-effective, high-speed broadband access to learners of all ages. 
      • Expand broadband development grants to underserved, rural       
         communities to further high-speed broadband Internet access at   
         home for students and families and maximize student success with   
         school based Internet device 1-to-1 initiatives.

Learn more about these issues and others at MnREA.org.

WHERE WE STAND

The current trends in the supply and demand of teachers in Minnesota “should be of concern to policymakers,” according 
to the authors of the 2015 Supply & Demand Report from the Minnesota Department of Education:

• “While the specific teacher licensure areas experiencing shortage remain the same, the percentage of districts 
indicating that it is difficult or impossible to hire qualified teachers in these areas is about double that seen in the 
2012 survey.” The key shortage areas identified in the report range from physics, chemistry and early childhood to 
specialists for special education, speech language and behavior disorders.

• 63% of districts indicate that testing requirements represent barrier to hiring teachers. 
• Minnesota granted significantly fewer teaching licenses to graduates of teaching degree programs, falling 27% 

(1,849 teachers annually) from the early 2000s to today. 
• In the MREA Member Survey in 2014, 22 Northwest Minnesota school districts had 125 professional openings, and 

reported receiving zero to two applicants for any high school science position or any special education position.

In 2015, the Legislature began several small programs, including loan forgiveness, and eased teaching restrictions to 
help districts hire for hard-to-fill positions.

Still, the severe teacher shortages in rural Minnesota mean many districts cannot fill even basic teaching positions. This 
increases the dependence on variances and long-term substitute teachers. It’s also raising class sizes and leading districts 
to no longer offer subjects. 

WHAT’S NEXT?

Significant and prompt steps needs to be taken to address severe 
teacher shortages including:

• Offer competitive wage and benefit packages in rural school 
districts.

• Continue to provide incentives and support for teachers who 
choose to teach in subject and/or geographical shortage 
areas through loan forgiveness and signing bonuses.

• Continue to develop options for practicing teachers to add 
additional endorsements.

• Support mid-career professionals, veterans and educational 
support professionals to enter the teaching profession.

•  Identify exams and inventories that predict teacher quality 
and set appropriate cut scores, and discard those that have 
no predictive value.

• Reimagine the purpose of the Board of Teaching to include  
responsibility for teacher supply issues, and restructure it to 
ensure geographic representation.

• Initiate a statewide effort to attract teachers.

KEY CONSIDERATIONS

• What incentives would help Minnesota attract rural teachers?
• How effective is the state in assessing the necessary skills of a beginning teacher?
• What marketing efforts can Minnesota employ to attract rural teachers?

Learn more at MnREA.org/TeacherShortages

SEVERE TEACHER SHORTAGES

Minnesota can no longer turn a blind eye to the severe teacher shortages and long-term teacher supply 
issues in the state. A lack of teachers is affecting academic opportunities and achievement in our schools. 

“The percentage of districts 
indicating that it is difficult or 
impossible to hire qualified 
teachers in (key shortage) areas 
is about double that seen in the 
2012 survey.”

BROADBAND ACCESS

WHERE WE STAND

Technology has become a key component in educating 
today’s students. Yet, in rural Minnesota broadband access 
remains sparse. Currently 72 rural counties have less than 
90% household access to the former standard of broadband: 
10 Mbps download and 5 Mbps upload speeds. Thirteen 
rural counties have less than 50% of their homes with that 
level of broadband speed available to them. Based on the 
2015 Federal Communications Commission (FCC) definition 
of broadband, most rural Minnesota households and 
businesses are not served.

WHAT’S NEXT?

A lack of accessibility based on geography is amplified 
by the income divide and affects the school readiness and 
the academic achievement of our children. This is beyond 
telecom access aid for school districts for broadband at 
school.

KEY CONSIDERATIONS

• What will continue the upward trend in broadband accessibility over the 
past two years as reported in the Blandin Foundation report? 

• Increased state broadband funds?
• Increased awareness by communities as to the importance of  

broadband access?
• Support from foundations such as the Blandin Foundation?
• Other?

• Should broadband home access be considered as essential to education 
as school lunch? Should eligibility for free and reduced lunch trigger state 
support for home broadband where available? 

Learn more at MnREA.org/Broadband

Follow us at @MREAVoice or Facebook.com/GreaterMNStudents  

At least 10 Mbps Download/5Mbps Upload Speeds
Statewide Availability: 86.46%


